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…My little hand is coated in the heated sperm still trickling from my sensually stinging holes, and
my mind is picturing passing on sex lessons from the past to our new generations with a grin
spreading over my flustered cheeks…
BARE BOTTOM PUNISHMENT

Grandpa Curfew - Old School Discipline

Grandpa &amp; Friend Menage Breakfast

Grandpa NURSING HOME Threesome

BARE BOTTOM YOUNG GIRLS
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This eBook is a work of fiction, any similarities to real people or events are purely coincidental.

This eBook contains sexually explicit material and is intended for a mature audience. All characters
within are 18 years old and over. All sex within this story is consensual and between open minded
adults.

Grandpa Curfew - Old School Discipline

…maybe I really am weird, but a part of me is beginning to wish that instead of spanking me, he’s

pushing those thick, wrinkled fat fingers of his inside my wet, tight virgin pussy.

The old geezer must be a mind reader, or maybe he’s just really a big pervert because his smacks
turned into caresses that made my mouth open with a soft little moan. The rough texture of his
battle-scarred and weather worn fingers over the sensitive, bright red cheeks of my bottom made
softer wanting noises escape my lips. Grandpa’s touch wandered over my exposed hips,
delightfully over my lower back and teased its way between my bottom cheeks. There it lingered a
little longer making my belly expand as I sucked in air and forgot to breathe momentarily in
anticipation.

I want more...
Grandpa & Friend Ménage Breakfast

…He pushes in making me stretch and swear uncontrollably until his cock is somehow tearing into
my scorching pussy right beside Paul’s, those two cocks stretching me beyond wide-eyed belief.

I whimper at first, feeling so uncomfortable, full and impossible invaded, but then Grandpa moves
in and out, and Roger stays still and deep within me and the discomfort vanishes, dark, painful
pleasures taking its place. Making me squeal and grunt, like a tortured piglet stuck between two
hard as fuck and cunning silver foxes. Making my young body succumb to these sweating, gasping
ravages as my eyes are clenched shut and my body trembles with the rough mix of pain and
electricity running through it…

How in the hell did my breakfast, my cheeky revenge plan for my naughty grandpa end up with my
naked little body trapped between these two smelly old animalistic brutes?

Grandpa NURSING HOME Threesome

“Now, come here, get on your knees and suck me off, now.”

“What the fuck” I almost gape. What the hell? Is he kidding? Can Grandfathers even get hard
without medication?

Yes, they can! The fact that he is already sitting down and taking his big fat hard cock out of his
pajamas is proof that he isn’t too old to get a raging hard on.

How am I supposed to suck on that ugly thing?

Grandpa laughed at my wide-eyed terror at the sight of his rigid cock standing and twitching in my
direction. He spat saliva from his mouth nearly losing his upper dentures on his wrinkled and
disgusting hand before wrapping his fist around its impressive upright girth.

“Don’t worry princess, it won’t bite you, keep crawling that sinfully cute mouth over here.”

Yuck, it is throbbing at my touch and has dark blue veiny things running through it.
Grandpa Curfew - Old School Discipline

“Shouldn’t you be heading home, Carol?” my friend’s cousin, Tori, asks as she glances at the clock
on the mantel. “Isn’t it your curfew Cinderella?”

I set my nearly empty bottle of beer down to frown at her.

Great. Remind me of the thing I want to remember the least.

Why does she know about my curfew anyway? Oh, right. Everyone knows about my curfew.

After all, I’m probably the only eighteen-year-old around with a curfew.

Yup. I’m eighteen. Well, I just turned eighteen three months ago, but I am still eighteen.
Technically, I’m a grown-up now. I can vote. I can get my own credit card. I can buy a lottery ticket.
I can get a tattoo. I can join the military. Heck, I can even get married if I ever wanted too. Runoff,
elope or live with a man in sin.

But no.

To my overprotective mother and my super strict stepfather, Dan the asshole, I might as well be
three years old. I’m allowed to drive my own car only with one of them in the passenger seat. To
use the computer at home as much as I want to as long as I maintain my grades and I’m allowed to
sleep over at friends’ houses during vacations and to go to school dances, but that’s about it.

I can’t drink. I can’t smoke (not that I want this disgusting habit). I can’t go on dates unless my
Mom or Dan goes with me. My friends tease me about it, saying that I’m like some lass from a Jane
Austen book, from those times when a man can’t even talk to a woman alone, much less hold her
bare hand.

Of course, I’m not allowed to bring guys home, too, or to kiss guys and of course, to have sex,
which is why I’m still a pure virgin. Maybe the only eighteen-year-old virgin in the county. I’m also
not allowed to watch or read porn. Dan installed something on my personal computer so if I watch
something inappropriate; he’ll know and I will be grounded indefinitely.

I’m not allowed to wear skimpy clothes, either, and Mom and Dan’s definition of skimpy means
anything that has straps over an inch, which means I can’t wear strapless or spaghetti-strapped
blouses or halters or bikinis or even one-shouldered dresses, as well as anything more than two
inches above the knee and anything that shows my back or my taught belly. Imagine how hard it is
for me to find a prom dress. At home, I’m always required to wear a bra unless I’m already in bed,
and if I’m taking a bath, I should always enter and leave the bathroom fully clothed. Seriously, my
house is run like a boarding school or like a convent.

Then, there’s the curfew.

On school days, my curfew is 6:30. During weekends and holidays and vacation, my curfew is nine
o’ clock. *
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